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Introduction
• Pose invariant recognition is a difficult task, as an ideal embedding should map all
the images of an object collected from multiple views into a single point.

Embedding
configuration

• The introduction of multiview synthetic datasets, such as ModelNet[1], motivated a
new wave of algorithms for multiview classification and retrieval.
• One of the most popular architectures is the
(MVCNN), which
complements a standard CNN embedding with a view pooling mechanism that
produces a shape embedding.
• However, the multiview setting is not realistic for most real world applications, where
there is no guaranteed that all the views will be available during test time.

Single view

• Previous works tend not to perform well for single view classification and retrieval,
because the embedding of a single image (or view embedding) is not constrained to
be similar to the shape embedding of its associated object.

• Experiments show that PIE achieves good performance for both 1) classification and
retrieval, and 2) single and multiview inference.
• The concept of PIE can generalized to CNN, triplet
and
approaches, as illustrated in the taxonomy of embeddings in Figure 1.
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Multiview
• Applicable to both single view or multiview task
• Better embedding structure in embedding space
• Pose invariant distance is proposed for training
- 𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑣 𝑣, 𝑠, 𝑐𝑦 = 𝛼 ∗ 𝑑 𝑣, 𝑠 + 𝛽 ∗ 𝑑(𝑠, 𝑐𝑦 )
• Loss for proxy based network using PIE
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Figure 1. Taxonomy of embeddings learned by different methods according to different level
of invariance. Green solid boxes represent methods in the literature and yellow dashed
boxes represent methods proposed in this work.
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Table 2. Proxy based methods on ObjectPI.
𝛼 = 1, 𝛽 = 1 is used in pose invariant
distance for PI-Proxy.
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Table 1. Comparison with state of the
art multiview methods on ModelNet[1]
dataset. Shadow denotes that the
result of PIE is better than that of
multiview based.
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• 5 evaluation tasks on 3 datasets (ModelNet[1], Miro[5] and ObjectPI)
- Classification (Cls.): single view cls., multiview cls.
- Retrieval (Rtr.) : single view object rtr., single view class rtr., multiview class rtr.

exp(−𝑑(𝑣,𝑐𝑦 ))

• Designed for multiview task
• Assume all views are provided during inference time
• No constraint between view embeddings 𝑣 to its associated
shape embedding 𝑠
• Performing worse on single view task
• Loss for proxy based network using multiview embedding

• To overcome this issue, we propose pose invariant embedding (PIE) by encouraging
- Different view embeddings from same object close to its shape embedding.
- Different objects from same class close to its associated class embedding.

proxy-NCA[4] based

Description
• Designed for single view task
• View embedding 𝑣 of images from different objects but same
class can interleave with each other
• Not a good embedding for tasks such as retrieving other views
from same object
• Loss for proxy based network using single view embedding
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Experiment

Proposed method

𝑐: class embedding

Dataset
A new multiview dataset, ObjectPI, is proposed for
real world multiview task evaluation.
- Containing 500 real world objects
- Each object is imaged at 8 viewing angles
- Image contains complex background

View embedding 𝑣
Shape embedding 𝑠

Figure 2. Classification accuracy (y axis) of
ObjectPI as a function of number of views (x
axis) given at inference time. PIE (red) is more
robust to the number of views provided.
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Website & dataset available at svcl.ucsd.edu/projects/OOWL

